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C H A P T E R  1   
 

NEED AND PURPOSE 

 

The need for this Sewer Plan derives from two primary factors.  The existing City of Bonney 

Lake (City) Sewer Plan is out-of-date.  In addition, extensive changes regarding the City’s sewer 

physical plant, service area and policy context have occurred. 

EXISTING PLAN 

Bonney Lake’s most recent sewer plan was prepared in 2005 by RH2 Engineering (RH2), which 

updated a previous version of the plan prepared by Kennedy/Jenks Consultants in 1996.  This 

plan was amended almost immediately in November 1996 by another Kennedy/Jenks 

Consultants-prepared document entitled “Amendment to Sewer Comprehensive Plan.”  Together 

these documents represented the City’s efforts to reconcile its sewer planning with the recently 

adopted Growth Management Plans and Policies of both Pierce County and the City.  These 

documents also focused on strategies for Bonney Lake to divest itself from providing sanitary 

sewer service via transfer (sale) of its sewer system assets to Pierce County.   

Less than four years later, in April 2000, another amendment (Amendment 2) to the Sewer 

Comprehensive Plan was prepared by RH2 Engineering, Inc.  This amendment addressed both 

technical and policy issues including: 

1. Acquisition of Pierce County’s sewer system assets in the vicinity of the City (opposite 

the approach of the 1996 plan and amendment); 

2. Changes to the Urban Growth Area and sewer service area boundaries; 

3. Changes in unit flow calculations and estimations; 
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4. The then on-going process to complete the Pierce County Unified Sewer Plan; 

5. Endangered Species Act issues; and 

6. A Capital Facilities Plan. 

7. Imminent construction of the Waste Water Treatment Plant (WWTP) at Sumner. 

Also in 2000, RH2 Engineering, Inc. prepared another report that considered the feasibility of 

wastewater reuse via the construction of a new treatment plant on the plateau.  This effort was 

spurred in part by Puget Sound Energy’s (PSE) announcement that it would likely abandon its 

power generation plant that is supplied by Lake Tapps.  Since then, PSE has finalized its decision 

to abandon the White River Project (as it is formally named) opening a new chapter regarding 

water resource issues in the basin.  This includes the possibility of purchase of the project (and 

its associated water rights) by the Cascade Water Alliance as a source of drinking water for its 

members.  This development is one of many that also drive the need for development of a new 

sewer plan for the City of Bonney Lake. 

ACTIVITIES AFFECTING BONNEY LAKE’S SEWER SYSTEM 

Numerous and sometimes dramatic developments have occurred since 2005 that significantly 

impact Bonney Lake’s sewer planning context and responsibility.  Some of these developments 

have been driven/initiated by Bonney Lake and perhaps just as frequently have been initiated by 

others. 

Bonney Lake has grown substantially since 1995 both from new development and just as 

importantly by annexing additional areas to the City.  Figure 1-1 shows the areas that have been 

annexed to the City between 1995 and 2008.  The 

area annexed totals more than 1,600 acres. 

In addition, Bonney Lake’s potential for growth 

through annexation has expanded as about 50 

acres have been added to the City’s Urban 

Growth Area since 1995.  Figure 1-2 illustrates 

the location of revisions to Bonney Lake’s Urban 

Growth Area.  Table 1-1 - Changes to Bonney 

Lake’s Corporate Limits and Urban Growth 

Area 1995-2008 (in acres) summarizes in tabular 

form the changes displayed in Figure 1-1 and Figure 1-2.  

In June 2002, Pierce County completed and adopted a Unified Sewer Plan that established new 

county policy regarding sewer service in the Bonney Lake area.  The completion and adoption of 

the Unified Sewer Plan was the catalyst for two momentous agreements.  The first, executed in 

March 2002, was a Sanitary Sewer System Transfer Agreement between Bonney Lake and 

Pierce County.  (See Appendix A for a copy of the agreement)  This agreement transferred 

Pierce County’s sewer system assets in the vicinity of Bonney Lake and the County’s share of its 

capacity in the WWTP at Sumner to Bonney Lake.  As part of this agreement, the City paid 

Table 1-1 
Changes to Bonney Lake’s 

Corporate Limits and Urban Growth 
Area 1995 – 2008 (in acres) 

 
City Limits 

Urban 

Growth Area 

2008 4,674 4,831 

1995 3,059 4,780 

Difference 1,615 51 
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Pierce County $1.03 million.  In addition, Bonney Lake assumed responsibility for planning and 

providing sewer service to specific areas of Pierce County’s sewer service area on the Lake 

Tapps plateau.  Figure 1-3 show the former county sewer service areas that are now part of the 

Bonney Lake’s sewer service area. 

Execution of the agreement with Pierce County set the stage for consummation of a new 

agreement with the City of Sumner regarding the upgrade and expansion of the WWTP at 

Sumner.  (See Appendix B for a copy of the agreement)  This agreement supersedes the 

previous 1984 between Bonney Lake, Sumner and other parties and recognizes that the two cities 

are now the sole remaining owners of the WWTP at Sumner.  The agreement provides for equal 

sharing of the costs associated with the Treatment Plant.  It also provides terms and conditions 

for utilization of the Plant’s capacity.  This point is developed in more depth in Chapter 2.  

The 2002 Treatment Plant agreement provides the means to implement the 1999 Sumner 

Wastewater Treatment Facility Comprehensive Facility Plan (Kennedy/Jenks Consultants) and 

the 2000 Wastewater Treatment Facility Final Comprehensive Facility Plan Addendum 1 (Gray 

and Osborne).  These plans, as approved by Department of Ecology provide for an upgrade and 

expansion of the plant to about 4.6 MGD design flow (Maximum Month) (see Appendix C for a 

copy of the current Sumner Wastewater Treatment Plant NPDES Permit).  Bonney Lake’s share 

of this capacity is discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.  

A final array of activities that influences Bonney Lake’s need to assess its sewer system planning 

revolve around the conversion of Puget Sound Energy’s White River Project from a power 

generation project to a potable water supply.  This long-term project spearheaded by the Cascade 

Water Alliance could affect the amount, manner and timing of diversions from the White River 

into Lake Tapps (the primary water body adjacent to Bonney Lake).  These potentialities raise 

questions related both to water quality (potential substandard septic systems along Lake Tapps) 

and water quantity (supplemental flows to maintain historic lake levels in during periods of peak 

water demand). 

PURPOSE 

Taken together, the factors enumerated above build a compelling need to prepare a new 

Comprehensive Sewer Plan for the City of Bonney Lake.  The objectives of this plan include: 

1. Compilation of previous disparate sewer planning efforts into a single document; 

2. Recognize and address the physical, policy and programmatic changes that have occurred 

since 1995; 

3. Provide the facilities and improvements necessary to support Bonney Lake’s and the 

region’s plans for growth, economic development, water resource stewardship, protection 

of the public health, and preservation of environmental quality; and  

4. Conform to Ecology’ sewer system planning requirements. 
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The following chapters of the plan will provide an overview of the City’s system and its setting 

followed by an analysis of what should be done to meet the plans objectives in prudent and 

responsible way. 

 




